Apparatus and methods are provided for packaging IC chips together with integrated antenna modules designed to provide a closed EM (electromagnetic) environment for antenna radiators, thereby allowing antennas to be designed independent from the packaging technology.
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TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to apparatus and methods for packaging semiconductor IC (integrated circuit) chips with integrated antennas for millimeter wave applications and in particular, to apparatus and methods for packaging IC chips together with integrated antenna modules that are designed to provide a closed EM (electromagnetic) environment for antenna radiators, thereby allowing antennas to be designed independent from the packaging technology.

BACKGROUND

Technological innovations in wireless systems and devices have lead to widespread development of wireless network applications for wireless PAN (personal area network), wireless LAN (local area network), wireless WAN (wide area network), cellular networks, and other types of wireless communication systems. To enable wireless communication between devices in a wireless network, the devices must be equipped with receivers, transmitters, or transceivers, as well as antennas that can efficiently radiate/receive signals transmitted to/from other devices in the network.

Conventional MMW (millimeter-wave) radio communication systems are typically constructed using discrete components that are individually encapsulated and/or mounted with low integration levels on printed circuit boards, packages or substrates. For example, MMW radio communication systems are typically built using expensive and bulky wave guides and/or package-level or board-level micro strip structures that provide electrical connections between semiconductor chips (RF integrated circuits) and between semiconductor chips and transmitter or receiver antennas.

There is an increasing market demand, however, for more compact radio communication systems with integrated transmitter/receiver/transceiver and antenna systems, which provide high-performance, high data transmission rate, high-volume, low-power consumption, low cost, and low weight solutions. Indeed, current communication systems require high performance antenna systems that provide wide bandwidth and high-efficiency operating characteristics. As the operating frequency increases, the manufacture and assembly of conventional waveguide front-ends become more difficult due to high-precision machining and accurate alignment. In this regard, innovations in semiconductor fabrication and packaging technologies, coupled with requirements for higher operating frequencies, have made it practically feasible for integrating antennas with RF integrated circuits to provide highly integrated radio communication systems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In general, exemplary embodiments of the invention include apparatus and methods for packaging semiconductor IC (integrated circuit) chips with integrated antennas to construct compact, high-performance radio/wireless communications systems for millimeter wave applications (e.g., voice communication, data communication and radar applications). More specifically, exemplary embodiments of the invention include apparatus and methods for packaging IC chips together with integrated antenna modules that are designed to provide a closed EM (electromagnetic) environment for antenna radiators, thereby allowing antennas to be designed independent from the packaging technology.

In one exemplary embodiment of the invention, an antenna module includes an integrated antenna mounted to an antenna socket. The integrated antenna device is a planar antenna substrate having a printed antenna formed on a surface thereof. The integrated antenna is mounted to an antenna socket structure that is designed to shield antenna radiator elements from packaging materials and components and provide a closed electromagnetic environment for the antenna radiators.

In another exemplary embodiment, the antenna socket structure is a frame structure having an outer wall that surrounds and defines an inner region of the antenna socket. The planar antenna substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket device such that the antenna is aligned to and faces the inner region of the antenna socket. The antenna socket may be formed of a metallic or non-metallic material. A second side of the antenna socket structure (opposite the first side) can be mounted to a metallic ground plane of a package frame (or a metallic lid) such that the inner region of the antenna socket structure is enclosed by the substrate and ground plane (or metallic lid) to form a closed cavity region.
antenna socket. The antenna substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket structure such that the antenna is aligned to and faces the inner cavity region of the antenna socket. The inner cavity region may be filled with a dielectric material or air.

In another exemplary embodiment of the invention, the integrated antenna device includes an antenna feed network formed thereon. In one embodiment, the feed network is printed on the antenna substrate and is coplanar with the printed antenna. In one exemplary embodiment where a metallic socket structure is employed, an aperture is formed in the outer wall of the antenna socket structure to allow passage of an antenna feed line of the feed network formed the substrate surface.

In yet another exemplary embodiment of the invention, the antenna socket structure is a dielectric substrate. The planar antenna substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket structure such that the antenna is disposed between the substrate and the antenna socket structure. In another embodiment, the dielectric substrate of the antenna socket is coated with a layer of metallic material on all sides thereof except the first side.

These and other exemplary embodiments, aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will be described or become apparent from the following detailed description of exemplary embodiments, which is to be read in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 schematically illustrates an apparatus for integrally packaging an IC chip with an integrated antenna module, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 schematically illustrates an integrated antenna module according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to another exemplary embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to another exemplary embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to another exemplary embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8 is a perspective view of a chip-scale package with integrated antenna, according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 schematically illustrates an apparatus for integrally packaging an IC chip and an antenna, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In general, FIG. 1 illustrates an electronic package apparatus (10) comprising a package frame structure (11), an integrated circuit chip (12) backside mounted to the package frame (11), an integrated antenna module (13) mounted to the package frame (11). The package frame can be one of various types of package structures including, but not limited to, package cores, substrates, carriers, the paddles, lead frames, etc., and other package structures that provide functions such as mechanical stability, chip mounting, electrical interface, etc.

The antenna module (13) comprises an integrated antenna device (14) mounted to an antenna socket structure (15). The integrated antenna device (14) comprises a planar substrate (14a) mounted to the socket structure (15), which has one or more antenna elements and antenna feeds, for example, printed or otherwise formed on a surface (bottom surface) of the planar substrate (14a).

As further depicted in FIG. 1, a portion of the integrated antenna device (14) extends past a side edge of the socket structure (15) and is disposed above the active surface of the chip (12). A solder ball connector (16) provides an electrical connection between a contact I/O pad on the active surface of the chip (12) and an antenna feed structure formed on the integrated antenna device (14), for example. The apparatus (10) further comprises wire bonds (17) that provide electrical connections (for I/O signals and power) between bond pads on the active surface of the IC chip (12) and appropriate connectors/pads/leads of the package frame (11). The package (10) includes a packaging material, for example, formed using known plastic materials for forming the package encapsulation layer (18).

In general, the socket structure (15) is designed to shield the antenna radiators from the surrounding materials and components of the package apparatus (10), thereby providing a closed EM environment allowing the antenna to be designed with a desired performance irrespective of the package structures and technologies. FIG. 2 schematically illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the integrated antenna module (13) of FIG. 1. In particular, FIG. 2 is a schematic plan view of the antenna module (13) from a viewpoint along line 2-2 in FIG. 1 in the direction of the arrows (i.e., in the exemplary embodiment, viewing the bottom surface of the substrate (14a) of the antenna device (14)). In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 2, the integrated antenna device (14) comprises a printed folded dipole antenna (20) and antenna feed (21) formed on a surface of the planar substrate (14a). The antenna feed (21) is a balanced differential feed comprising differential feed lines (21a, 21b).

For example, in the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 2, the socket structure (15) comprises a rectangular structure with outer walls (15a, 15b, 15c, and 15d) that surround and define an inner region (15e). The antenna substrate (14a) is mounted (via suitable bonding material) to the socket (15) such that the printed antenna structure (20) is aligned to and faces the inner region (15e). The differential line (21) extends along the surface of the substrate (14a) and passes through a small aperture or opening in the outer socket wall (15c) to enable electrical connection of the feed line to contacts on the surface of the chip (12). With this framework, the socket structure (15) provides a defined cavity region having metallic sidewalls and bottom surface, wherein the bottom surface of the socket provides a reference ground or reflector...
for the antenna. With the antenna substrate (14a) mounted to the socket structure (15), the radiating elements of the antenna (20) are disposed within a predefined, closed EM environment and are shielded from the surrounding package material. Indeed, the socket structure (15) provides a natural barrier to prevent lossy encapsulant material from flowing into the enclosed cavity region between the printed antenna (20) and reference ground during an encapsulation process.

In other exemplary embodiments of the invention (e.g., FIGS. 6A–6C, 7A–7C), the socket structure (15) can be a metallic/dielectric frame structure comprising outer walls (15a–15d) with no planar bottom (ground) surface. With this structure, a metallic ground plane can be formed on (or integrally formed from) the package frame (11), whereby the antenna socket structure (15) is mounted to the package frame (11) such that the inner region (15e) is aligned to the metallic ground plane. As with an exemplary socket structure providing an integrally formed ground plane, the ground plane of the package frame (11) operates as an antenna reference ground or reflector to ensure that no energy is radiated into the board on which the package (10) is mounted. In all instances, the metallic ground plane effectively limits the antenna radiation to the upper hemisphere above the antenna and enables consistent antenna performance.

It is to be appreciated that the exemplary antenna module (13) constructed with the antenna (14) and socket structure (15) as depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2, provides a closed EM environment for the antenna radiators (20) and a substantial portion of the feed line (21), which allows the integrated antenna (14) to be independently designed for a given operating frequency and performance without having to consider the effects on antenna performance due to the package layout, materials and components. Indeed, in contrast to conventional packaging methods, exemplary antenna module structures according to the invention allow the antenna to be designed independently of the type of packaging technology that is implemented. In other words, an integrated antenna module with an integrated antenna can be designed for a given operating frequency and performance, and then used with different packaging technologies without performance degradation requiring redesign.

Moreover, to further reduce the effects on performance due to packaging materials, in the exemplary embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 2, the portion of the feed line (21) that is external to the socket structure (15) can be encapsulated in a low dielectric constant material (e.g., foam) to protect the feed line from being covered by lossy encapsulant material during encapsulation. A low dielectric foam will have a relatively small influence on the impedance match. In this regard, the antenna feed lines can be fully protected and encapsulated further decoupling the antenna performance from packaging considerations.

It is to be further appreciated that exemplary antenna modules with closed cavity regions, controlled EM environments and reference ground planes, render antenna performance less sensitive to the ground size and surrounding dielectric material. For instance, a controlled air space provides better bandwidth and radiation efficiency for the antenna. In comparison to conventional antenna designs with floating ground planes of a same size, a closed cavity region reduces unwanted back-side radiation.

It is to be understood that the exemplary package (10) and integrated antenna module (13) structures of FIGS. 1 and 2 are merely exemplary embodiments, and that antenna modules and package structures can be designed with varying shapes, structures, layouts, configurations, materials, etc., depending on the application and desired performance. For example, with regard to antenna modules, the socket structures can be constructed with different metallic or low loss dielectric materials and with varying shapes. For instance, socket structures can be square, rectangular, round or oval shaped. The types of socket materials used and the size structures of the closed cavity regions can be varied to optimize various parameters (gain, match, efficiency and pattern). The cavity regions of hollow socket structures can be filled with air, or low-loss and low dielectric materials (e.g., foam).

In another exemplary embodiment of the invention, a socket structure may include a metallic bottom lid or plate that is shared between the chip and the socket frame. In this regard, the antenna does not require a package or board-level ground. This structure also improves stiffness of the assembly and allows more flexible boards or packages to be used.

Moreover, in the exemplary embodiments of FIGS. 1 and 2, the antenna (14) can be constructed with any suitable substrate material or antenna structure for a given application and desired performance. For example, the antenna substrate may be formed of, e.g., fused silica (SiO₂), alumina, poly styrene, ceramic, Teflon based substrates, FR4, FFP, etc., or semiconductor materials such as silicon. Moreover, depending on the intended application and/or frequency of operation, the antenna may comprise one or more of any suitable type of planar antennas, such as dipole antennas, a folded dipole antennas, ring antennas, rectangular loop antennas, patch antennas, coplanar patch antennas, monopole antennas, Yagi antennas, resonator antennas, antenna arrays, etc.

Furthermore, various types of IC chips may be integrally packaged with one or more antenna modules to construct electronic devices having highly-integrated, compact radio communications systems. For instance, an IC chip comprising an integrated transceiver circuit, an integrated receiver circuit, an integrated transmitter circuit, and/or other support circuitry, etc., can be packaged with one or more antenna modules to provide compact radio communications chips. These radio communications chips can be installed in various types of devices for wireless communication applications.

In other exemplary embodiments, various types of antenna feed networks and/or impedance matching networks, such as balanced differential lines, coplanar lines, etc., can be integrally formed on the antenna substrate (14a). For example, an impedance matching network (e.g., a transmission line) may be integrally formed on the antenna substrate (14a) to provide the necessary inductive/capacitive impedance matching between a device/component (e.g., power amplifier, LNA, etc.) formed on the IC chip and the printed antenna structure. Moreover, various types of feed networks may be implemented depending on, e.g., the impedance that is desired for the given application and/or the type of devices to which the antenna may be connected. For example, if the antenna is connected to an integrated transmitter system, the feed network will be designed to provide the proper connections and impedance matching for, e.g., a power amplifier. By way of further example, if the antenna is connected to a receiver system, the feed network may be designed to provide the proper connections and impedance matching for, e.g., an LNA (low noise amplifier).

Various types of antenna feeds and/or impedance matching networks, such as balanced differential lines, coplanar lines, etc., may be implemented. It is to be understood that planar antennas, antenna feeds, transmission lines, vias, etc. can be
formed on the antenna substrate (14a) using standard methods known to those of ordinary skill in the art.

In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 1, radiation (open) window can be formed in the encapsulation (18) above the antenna (14) either after or during the encapsulation process, to allow energy to radiate from the antenna (14) out of the package (10) without being attenuated by propagating through lossy encapsulation material.

Moreover, although FIG. 1 depicts a flip-chip ball bond connection between the chip (12) and antenna (14), other interconnect technologies such as wire bonding can be used to make electrical connections between the contacts of the chip (12) and antenna substrate (14a). In some applications, the use of wire bonding relaxes mechanical stress that may arise due to different material expansion coefficients of the chip (12) and the antenna (14).

FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention. In particular, FIG. 3A schematically illustrates a top plan view of an exemplary socket structure (30). FIG. 3B is a schematic cross-sectional view of the socket structure (30) along line 3B-B3 in FIG. 3A, and FIG. 3C is a schematic cross-sectional view of the socket structure (30) along line 3C-3C in the direction of the arrow as depicted in FIG. 3A. The exemplary socket structure (30) is a rectangular-shaped, solid dielectric structure with a layout area LxWxT and a thickness T.

In one exemplary embodiment of the invention, the exemplary socket (30) is formed of a material that has a thermal expansion property that is similar to that of the antenna substrate. For example, the socket (30) can be formed of a covar alloy to match the thermal expansion of an antenna substrate formed of fused silica. If a solid frame is used, the frame material has to be of a low dielectric constant to work in this configuration, e.g., radiation upwards.

A substrate having a printed antenna device on a surface thereof is mounted to one surface of the socket (30) with the printed antenna sandwiched between the antenna substrate and socket (30). The module is then mounted on a package frame. When the package frame is formed of metal (e.g., copper, covar), the socket (30) can be bonded to a planar metallic surface of the frame structure, which metallic surface can operate as an antenna ground or reflector. With non-metallic package frames/substrates, a metallic ground plane can be formed on the frame and the socket (30) mounted on the metallic ground plane. As noted above, the ground plane can be shared with the chip for better stiffness.

In another embodiment, the socket (30) can be formed such that the sidewalls and bottom surface of the dielectric socket (30) are coated with a layer of metallic material. In this structure, the antenna substrate is interfaced to the non-metallic coated surface of the dielectric socket (30), such that the dielectric is enclosed by the antenna substrate and the outer metallic shell coating on the sidewalls and bottom surface. A portion of the sidewall of the socket (30) that is adjacent the extending feed line on the surface of the antenna substrate will be devoid of metallic coating material so as to ensure that the metallic coating does not short the feed line or otherwise affect antenna performance.

FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention. In particular, FIG. 4A schematically illustrates a top plan view of an exemplary socket structure (40). FIG. 4B is a schematic cross-sectional view of the socket structure (40) along line 4B-4B in FIG. 4A, and FIG. 4C is a schematic cross-sectional view of the socket structure (40) along line 4C-4C in the direction of the arrow as depicted in FIG. 4A. The exemplary socket structure (40) is a rectangular-shaped, metallic structure which comprises outer walls (41, 42, 43 and 44) having a thickness t and a planar base element (45) having a thickness b, which define an inner cavity region (46) with a height H. The socket structure (40) has a layout area LxW. The outer wall (44) comprises an opening/aperture (44a) of length s and height H. The opening (44a) is formed to prevent shorting of an antenna feed line by the metallic socket wall. FPP foam, for example, can be used to encapsulate the portion of the feed line extending from the cavity region (46) and to plug the opening (44a) to prevent encapsulant from flowing under the antenna substrate thru the opening (44a) into the cavity region (46) of the socket structure (40) during encapsulation.

In the exemplary embodiment of FIGS. 4A-C, the planar base element (45) is used as a reference ground and/or reflector for an antenna mounted to the socket (40). The cavity region (46), which is defined by metallic surfaces, provides a controlled space that is not filled by lossy encapsulant. The cavity region (46) can be filled with air or low dielectric foam to provide desirable bandwidth and radiation efficiency for the antenna. The geometric shape, dimensions and/or fill materials of the cavity region (46) can be varied to optimize various parameters (gain, match, efficiency and pattern).

In the exemplary embodiment of FIGS. 4A-C, for a 60 GHz antenna operating frequency, the socket structure (40) can have the following dimensions: s=1 mm (0.1 mm tolerance acceptable), t=0.5 mm (0.1 mm tolerance acceptable), b=0.15-0.2 mm, H=0.5 mm, L=5 mm and W=3 mm. The socket (40) can be formed of copper or aluminum or cover, for example.

FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention. In particular, FIG. 5A schematically illustrates a top plan view of an exemplary socket structure (50). FIG. 5B is a schematic cross-sectional view of the socket structure (50) along line 5B-5B in FIG. 5A, and FIG. 5C is a schematic cross-sectional view of the socket structure (50) along line 5C-5C in the direction of the arrow as depicted in FIG. 5A. The exemplary socket structure (50) is a rectangular-shaped, metallic structure which comprises outer walls (51, 52, 53 and 54) having a thickness t and a planar base element (55) having a thickness b, which define an inner cavity region (56) with a height H. The socket structure (50) has a layout area LxW. The outer wall (54) comprises an opening/aperture (54a) of length s and height H1. The opening (54a) is formed to prevent shorting of an antenna feed line by the metallic socket wall. FPP foam, for example, can be used to encapsulate the portion of the feed line extending from the cavity region (56) and to plug the opening (54a) to prevent encapsulant from flowing under the antenna substrate thru the opening (54a) into the cavity region (56) of the socket structure (50) during encapsulation.

The exemplary socket structure (50) is similar to the socket structure (40) discussed above with reference to FIGS. 4A-C, except that the opening (54a) is smaller, that is the height H1 of the opening (54a) is less than the height H of the opening (44a). The smaller opening more readily blocks or otherwise prevents encapsulation material from flowing inside of the frame.

FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C schematically illustrate an antenna socket structure according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention. In particular, FIG. 6A schematically illustrates a top plan view of an exemplary socket structure (60). FIG. 6B is a schematic cross-sectional view of the socket structure (60) along line 6B-6B in FIG. 6A, and FIG. 6C is a
The exemplary socket structure (60) is similar to the exemplary socket structure (30) of FIGS. 3A-C, except that the socket structure (60) does not have a planar base element. Moreover, the exemplary socket structure (60) can be formed from metallic or plastic/dielectric material. The socket structure (60) can be mounted to package frame wherein the frame surface and inner socket walls (61–64) define a cavity region that provides a controlled EM environment for an antenna mounted to the socket (60). When the package frame is formed of metal (e.g., copper), the socket (60) can be bonded to a planar metallic surface of the frame structure, which metallic surface can operate as an antenna ground or reflector. With non-metallic package frames/substrates, a metallic ground plane can be formed on the frame and the socket (60) mounted on the metallic ground plane. FPP foam can be used to encapsulate the portion of the feed line extending from the cavity region the thus making the antenna performance less sensitive to the antenna ground or reflector. With non-metallic package frame (81) having a metallic base plate (82) and package pins (83), an antenna device comprising an antenna substrate (86) and printed antenna (87), and an encapsulation layer (88) (shown in phantom). In one exemplary embodiment of the invention, the antenna is constructed from a fused silica (SiO2) substrate (which is transparent), and the socket structure (85) is a metal frame formed of a covar alloy having a thermal expansion characteristic similar to that of the fused silica antenna substrate (86). The antenna substrate (86) can be bonded to the socket (85) using a thermosetting adhesive. The antenna device is flipped to the chip (84) using a thermal compression flip-chip bonding process, for example, while the socket (85) is attached to the metallic plate (82) of the package base (81) using a silver-filled adhesive, for example. In this manner, the printed antenna (87) is suspended in air below the antenna substrate (86) and the metallic base plate (82) acts as a reflecting ground. As noted above, the socket (85) provides mechanical support for the antenna and provided a well-controlled EM environment, thus making the antenna performance less sensitive to the surrounding package and PCB-level dielectric and metal layers.

Although exemplary embodiments have been described herein with reference to the accompanying drawings for purposes of illustration, it is to be understood that the present invention is not limited to those precise embodiments, and that various other changes and modifications may be affected herein by one skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention.

We claim:

1. An electronic package apparatus, comprising:
   a package frame;
   an IC (integrated circuit) chip mounted to the package frame;
   an antenna socket device mounted to the package frame;
   a substrate having an antenna formed on a first surface of the substrate, wherein the substrate is mounted to the antenna socket device; and
   a package mold,
   wherein the substrate mounted to the antenna socket device provides a closed EM (electromagnetic) environment for the antenna such that antenna performance is not affected by package materials or components.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the antenna socket device is a frame structure comprising an outer wall that surrounds and defines an inner region of the antenna socket, wherein the first surface of the substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket device such that the antenna is aligned to and faces the inner region of the antenna socket.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein a second side of the antenna socket device is mounted to a metallic ground plane of the package frame, wherein the inner region of the antenna socket is enclosed by the substrate and ground plane to form a closed cavity region.

4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the antenna socket device is formed of a non-metallic material.

5. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the antenna socket device is formed of a metallic material.
6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein an aperture is formed in the outer wall of the antenna socket device to allow passage of an antenna feed line formed on the first surface of the substrate.

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the antenna socket device is a hollow metallic structure comprising an outer wall and planar surface that define an inner cavity region of the antenna socket, wherein the first surface of the substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket device such that the antenna is aligned to and faces the inner cavity region of the antenna socket.

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the inner cavity region is filled with a dielectric material.

9. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the inner cavity region is filled with air.

10. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the antenna socket device is a dielectric substrate, wherein the first surface of the substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket device such that the antenna is disposed between the substrate and the antenna socket device.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the dielectric substrate of the antenna socket device is coated with a layer of metallic material on all sides thereof except the first side.

12. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising an antenna feed network formed on the first surface of the substrate, wherein the substrate mounted to the antenna socket device provides a closed EM (electromagnetic) environment for at least a portion of the antenna feed network.

13. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the package mold includes an open window region that is formed over at least a portion of the substrate.

14. A modular antenna device for constructing electronic chip packages, comprising:

   an antenna socket device; and
   an antenna formed on a surface of the substrate; wherein the substrate can be mounted to the antenna socket device to form an integrated antenna module that shields the antenna and provides a closed EM (electromagnetic) environment for the antenna, wherein the antenna socket device is a hollow metallic structure comprising an outer wall that surrounds and defines an inner region of the antenna socket, wherein the first surface of the substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket device such that the antenna is aligned to and faces the inner cavity region of the antenna socket, wherein the antenna socket device is formed of a metallic material, and

   wherein an aperture is formed in the outer wall of the antenna socket device to allow passage of an antenna feed line formed on the first surface of the substrate.

15. A modular antenna device for constructing electronic chip packages, comprising:

   an integrated antenna device comprising a substrate and an antenna formed on a surface of the substrate; wherein the substrate can be mounted to the antenna socket device to form an integrated antenna module that shields the antenna and provides a closed EM (electromagnetic) environment for the antenna, wherein the antenna socket device is a dielectric substrate, wherein the first surface of the substrate is mounted to a first side of the antenna socket device such that the antenna is disposed between the substrate and the antenna socket device.

* * * * *